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certifled fltness trainer
from the Wingate Insti-
tute in Israel and co-ac-
tive life coach from the
Tel-Aviv University,
Tali Weiss has had 20

years of experience in the industry. While
she noted an already growing awareness

for fltness and health in Hong Kong, as

well as a variety of choices, a number
of areas remained largely unaddressed.
Weiss sought to present something
inherently richer in value, and established
FitnessU in 20ll .

"I wanted to give something differ-
ent - something personal, and of higher
quality," says Weiss. Her boutique ser-

vice , catered towards VIP clientele, offers
a myriad of programs spanning fltness
training, Yoga, Pilates, Thai boxing, and

Zumba, and specialities including aqua

fltness, pre & postnatal exercises, rehab
training, and life coaching. It has 14

highly qualifled trainers in Hong Kong
and has recently expanded to Shanghai,
Beijing, Tokyo, and Osaka.

A Pressing Concern
Weiss' approach addresses the need

for a more personal touch. She sought
to provide an experience without the
pressures of most gyms, for individuals
who put a premium on privacy, and who
need trainers with the ability to listen,
one of many qualities that signify a more
profound concern for the client.

FitnessU also serves a number of
membership clubs and companies, the
Iatter to provide better fltness services
for the workforce. Recogntzing that an

enterprise's most valuable asset is its
employees, programs seek to imbue
upon personnel the importance of fltness,
healthy eating, and general wellness, all
during offlce hours.

"What has changed is that people

consider personal training an investment,
rather than an extrayaganca," says Weiss.

Owner and Director for Fitnessl-J.

"Even companies understand the impor-
tance of physically flt staff.

"While the focus used to be on sheer

aesthetics, people have begun to take
a harder look at their current state of
wellbeing. For instance, while obesity
isn't as prevalent here as it is in western
countries, diabetes remains an issue that
must be dealt with. We've helped people

out off medication and orthopedic opera-
tions. Our programs also beneflt children,
as kids in Hong Kong aren't as active as

they should be."

Premium Option
Unlike many person al trarning prac-

tices run by a singular trainer, FitnessU is
a full-fledged organlzation with complete
infrastructure, faculty and support staff.
The team abides by absolute profession-

alism and provides responsive customer
service, able to troubleshoot when there
are any problems.

As a premium choice, tranners have
pronounced quality, not just in coaching
but also in personality, and their ability to
motivate and empathize with clients. This
calibre of attentiveness in a secure envi-
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